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AN ACT
TO PROMOTE AND SUPPORT THE DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH OF THE 
PHILIPPINE FILM INDUSTRY, CREATING FOR THIS PURPOSE THE 
PHILIPPINE FILM COMMISSION, DEFINING ITS POWERS AND FUNCTIONS 
AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES

EXPLANATORY NOTE

The State recognizes the role of the Philippine film industry as a potent tool for information 
gathering, dissemination and communication, and as a catalyst of public opinion. Being a 
powerful sector in the country, it is a medium that projects the Filipinos' love for art, as well 
as mirrors our culture and our national identity. More than this, it has a huge impact in 
providing significant contribution to the national economy in terms of employment 
generation and revenues to the government through taxes.

In recognition of the industry's contribution, and in support to the arts, the government 
created the Film Academy of the Philippines, an alliance of various guilds of the movie 
industry, which would oversee the welfare of its members through the provision of subsidies, 
projects and opportunities to develop their knowledge and expertise.1 In 2002, furthermore, 
the government created the Film Development Council that would establish and implement 
the Cinema Evaluation System and an incentive reward system to promote production of 
quality firms; undertake activities to promote our participation in local and international 
market; and develop and promote programs to enhance the skills and expertise of Filipinos, 
among others.

Despite these, however, the local industry is in an evident decline, apparent in the number of 
movies produced. According to the study conducted by the National Statistical Coordination 
Board, the number of movies produced halved during the recent years. From 1960 to 1990, 
the Philippines produced about 140 movies annually. However, from 2000 to 2009, it fell to 
an average of 73 every year2.

1 Information retrieved from http://filmacademyphil.org!?page id=9
■ 2 Information retrieved from http://entertainment.inguirer,net!304SS!phiIippine-film-industry-in-decline
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